XTM PROTECTOR LINE

NEW FOR 2020

VISCO-ELASTIC FOAM

SHOCK ABSORBING

PRE CURVED SHAPE

VENTILATED

HIGHLY FLEXIBLE

LIGHTWEIGHT
HIGHTECH
MADE FOR RIDING

Due to its specialized properties, our protectors offer extreme safety while giving you the highest comfort possible:

The pads are moulded out of viscoelastic foam which is ultra flexible to adapt to every move but also possesses outstanding shock absorption capabilities in case of a high velocity impact. The anatomically pre-curved shape and ventilation regulated climate increase the wearing comfort even further.
ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY

CE APPROVED

BACK PROTECTOR

XTM FIBER

SHOULDER PROTECTORS

OUTER MATERIAL

ELBOW PROTECTORS
ELBOW/SHOULDER

Level 1
Pair, Elbow / Shoulder Unisex
Style No: XTM-ETP-01

Level 2
Pair, Elbow / Shoulder Unisex
Style No: XTM-TP-01
ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY

CE APPROVED
HIP

Level 1

Pair, Hip Unisex
Style No: XTM-ETP-03

Level 2

Pair, Hip Unisex
Style No: XTM-TP-03
KNEE

Level 1

Pair, Knee Women
Style No: XTM-ETP-01-WOMEN

Level 1

Pair, Knee Men
Style No: XTM-ETP-02

Level 2

Pair, Knee Women
Style No: XTM-TP-01-WOMEN

Level 2

Pair, Knee Men
Style No: XTM-TP-02
SETS

Men

Protector Set Men Top
(Shoulder & Elbow: Level 1,
Back: Level 2)
Style No: XTM-P-SET-MEN

Women

Protector Set Women Top
(Shoulder & Elbow: Level 1,
Back: Level 2)
Style No: XTM-P-SET-WOMEN
Sets

Men

Protector Set Men Pants
(Hip & Knee Protector: Level 1)
Style No: XTM-P-SET-MEN-PANTS

Women

Protector Set Women Pants
(Hip & Knee Protector: Level 1)
Style No: XTM-P-SET-WOMEN-PANTS
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